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Abstract

instance and the physical object it refers to during its
activities.
Wedecided to study the anchoring problem in order to design a model and realize a tool that could be
used in a wide range of robotics applications. These
applications often require an anchoring system, that, in
general, is hidden in the code and provides only an adhoc solution. Wehave implementeda general, flexible
and extensible anchoring system, taking in consideration somecentral issues in robotics such as: noisy measurements, uncertainty and partial information. Wedid
not adopt the model proposed by Coradeschi and Saffiotti since it had somedrawbacks that we have overcome by changing the approach to the problem:
¯ in their symbolic system there must be a symbol for
each object that has to be anchored; this enumerating
approachdoes not scale and it is not suited for applications with a large (eventually indefinite) number
objects

Wepropose a modelto represent knowledgein an
agent possibly participating to a multi-agentsystem, such that the anchoringproblemcan be faced
by well knowntechniques. Wediscuss howthis
modelcould reliably support the instantiation of
conceptsby aggregating percepts affected by uncertainty, sensed by several sensors, and obtained
fromdifferent agents.

Introduction
Wepresent a model of knowledge needed for anchoring in embodied agents, and a procedure to carry on
anchoring. A formal definition of anchoring and his
solution has been presented in (Coradeschi & Saffiotti
2000); we present an alternative approach to achieve
flexibility
and overcome some issues emerging from
their approach. Weconsider this contribution as a further step towards a sound formalization of the anchoring problem, which puts in evidence how assessed AI
techniques can support its solution.
The agents that we are considering operate in an environment containing other physical objects. These are
perceived by smart sensors that translate somephysical
features acquired by physical sensors, into information
(features) represented by an internal formalism shared
with the other modules of the agent. Whenthis information is used to maintain a modelof the environment,
it is important that features referring to a physical object be collected around an internal representation of
the sameobject, referred to as its perceptual image. The
problem of relating a perceptual image with the corresponding physical object is part of the more general
problem known as Symbol Grounding Problem (Harnad
1990). In particular, it is relevant to relate the perceptual imagewith a concept, by instantiating it, since this
makesit possible to reason about the perceptual image
with categories typical of the corresponding concept.
An embodied agent anchors a physical object when it
can instantiate a concept compatible with the perceived
features, and maintain the relationship betweensuch an

¯ since symbols are not bound by any kind of relation
it is not possible to use inferential mechanisms
in the
anchoring process; e.g. if I knowthat handles are
placed on doors and windows, I will never anchor an
object on the floor with the symbol "handle"
¯ a perceived object is anchored to a symbolonly if it
matches all the predicates in the symbolic description. In this way, if descriptions are too detailed it
will be hard, with poor sensors, to match them with
perceived objects; on the other hand, general description may lead to anchor the same perceived object
with different symbols
¯ it is not defined howtheir modelcould be used with
information comingfrom different sensors
¯ it is not clear howthey deal with uncertainty
Recently, they have submitted a further work on this
topic (Coradeschi &Safllotti 2001) in which they extend
their modelin order to solve someof the problemsabove
mentioned. Although some motivations do not yield
anymore, we think that our model is more flexible and
rigorous.
In the next section, we introduce a general modelto
represent concepts and instances, and a procedure to re-
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latethemtothecorresponding
physical
objects
through
therespective
perceptual
image.Theaimof thismodelling
proposal
is toprovide
a basis
to maketheknowledgeneeded
to theanchoring
activity
explicit,
so that
it willbe possible
to implement
standard
libraries
to
realize
anchoring
activities.
Aswewillsee,thisisenabledby standard,
largely
available
AItechniques.
The
availability
of libraries
implementing
suchtechniques
willmakethedevelopment
of autonomous
agentsmuch
easier
thannow,bysupporting
a rapiddiffusion
ofthis
technology.
We alsodiscuss
theroleof physical
sensors
in this
process;
in particular,
theacquired
information
should
beenough
to assign
features
to concept
instances
with
at leasta certain
degreeof reliability.
Someproblemsarerelated
tothisactivity;
amongthem,we mentionthe perceptual aHasing problem (Whitehead & Ballard 1991), where sensor information is not enough to
discriminate between two situations where the agent
should take different actions. Poor sensors maynot be
able to provide the information needed to assign a percept to the proper perceptual image, thus affecting the
anchoring performance. This problem is reduced by
designing appropriate smart sensor systems, with the
support of the proposed modelling approach. Object
tracking, another componentof anchoring affected by
perceptual aliasing, can be supported by introducing
some model to consider past features and infer from
them the missing information.
The anchoring process is also important to provide
the agent controller with reliable data: instead of considering directly the input data, the controller may
be more robust by taking its input from a conceptual
model, maintained by anchoring, which is more reliable than simple data (Bonarini, Matteucci, & Restelli
2001).
The use of a symbolic model enables data fusion
amongdifferent sensors and agents operating in related
environments. Again, symbols are more reliable than
numerical data to be shared, and makeit possible the
implementation of compact models and their effective
fusion. The higher the abstraction level of the symbol,
the higher its reliability and its expressive power. In
the third section, we discuss howour model applies to
multi-agent systems, by focusing on sharing knowledge,
and on howagents can take into consideration the information comingfrom the others, possibly maintaining
different modelsof the samephysical objects, for different purposes.

Knowledgerepresentation and
anchoring

Motivations for symbolic models
In this presentation, our main motivation is to put in
evidence the knowledgeneeded for the anchoring process, independently from the specific application, thus
opening the way towards the definition of general libraries able to face the various aspects of the anchoring
activity.
Someof the more important properties that can be
obtained by basing anchoring on a knowledgemodel are
summarized here below.
¯ noise filtering: using a conceptual modelof the environmentit is possible to filter out-layers and noisy
data coming from sensors; this produces more reliable information for the other modules controlling
the agent
¯ sensorial coherence: by fusing sensorial information
referring to the same objects, but comingfrom different sources, it is possible to check the coherence
of perception, thus enhancing fault tolerance and enabling on-line diagnosis
¯ virtual sensin~ the model of the environment can be
used to infer newfeatures, not perceived by physical
sensors, to be addedto the local mapby sensor fusion;
these newfeatures can be considered as perceived by
virtual sensors, and are homogeneous
to the physical
ones
¯ time consistene~ the instances in the conceptual
modelrepresent a state of the environment;it is possible to maintain and monitor its consistency in time;
this activity can be used to learn and check models,
i.e., detect whetherthe selected modelis correct despite changes in a dynamical environment)
¯ abstraction: the use of conceptual instances (see next
sections) instead of raw data, or features, in the behavior definition gives more abstraction in designing
robot behaviors, and robustness to noisy data; it also
facilitates design, since gives the designer the possibility to reason in symbolic terms. Moreover, the
information exchange is effective when agents of a
Multi-Agent System (MAS)share the same semantics for symbols.
The formal
model
The knowledgerepresentation model we propose for anchoring is based on the notion of concept and its properties. Wegenerate an instance of a concept from the perceptual image of a physical object. As already stated,
the building of such instance and its tracking in time
are the mainactivities of anchoring.
In a formal way, a property is a tuple
P A_<label, D, p >,

In this section, we first motivate anchoring, then we
introduce a modelof the knowledgeneeded by the agent
to operate and the anchoring procedure, which maps
the real world to an effective internal representation.

(1)

wherelabel denotes the property, D is the set of all the
possible values for that property given a specific representation code (e.g. for the colors we can use the set
{red, green, blue,...} or the RGBspace 1~[0,255]) and

8O

represents
a restriction
ofthedomain
]~forthatpropertyinthespecific
concept:
p: Dp -~ ~(~).

(2)

Twoproperties
Pl andP2 arecompatible,
Pl ~ P2,
if theyhavethesamelabelanddomainor a mapping
between
therespective
domains.
A property
Plincludes
/}2if theyarecompatible
andtherestriction
of domain
Pl(D)isincluded
intherestriction
ofdomain
p2(]I)):

The fundamental structured relationships between
concepts are specialization and generalization. Wesay
that a concept C2 specializes a concept C1 (we denote
this by C2 = a(C1)) whenit is defined by a superset of
Ca properties and compatible properties are included.
The formal definition of this specialization is

and, operatively, it is translated in
(P2_DP1)

plc_p2(pl~ p2)
n (pl
(D)C_ps(D))
A setof properties
describes
a concept
C,whichis
usedin ourmodelto represent
theknowledge
about
perceptual
imagesof physical
objects.
Depending
on
theconcept
andon thespecific
domain
a property
can
be classified as substantial or accidental (respectively
and A in equation 4). Substantial properties are those
properties that characterize the immutable part of a
concept; for a given object, their values do not change
over time, and they can be used for object recognition
since they explain the essence of the object they represent. Accidental properties are those properties that do
not characterize a concept, their values for the specific
instance can vary over time, they cannot be used for object recognition but are the basis of instance formation,
tracking and model validation (see ahead). Weadmit
that perceptions for accidental properties can vary over
time.

z {s,A},

(a)

Forsakeof easewedefine
thesetofproperties
fora
concept
as
Pi ~ {p:pe C~},
(5)
and the partial function ¢, defining the type of property:
¢: Ucci × P~) ~ {A,S}.
(6)
i
The extension e(C) of the concept C is the set of
objects to which the concept applies (i.e. all possible
instances of that concept). The intension L(C) of the
concept C is the set of properties which a concept involves in itself and which cannot be modified without
changingit (i.e. all substantial properties).
Example: concepts We have applied the described
model to our robotic agents operating in the RoboCup
domain, in the F-2000 league, where a team of four
robots play soccer against another four (Asada et al.
1999). Each robot should recognize at least the bail,
other robots, goals and wails; the established knowledge of an agent contains the concepts of: object, ball,
playground, wall, robot, ally, opponent, de]ensive-goal,
attacking-goal. For each concept we define the substantial and accidental properties (e.g., the concept ball is
characterized by its substantial properties such as shape
- round -, diameter - 20 cm -, color - red -, and its
accidental properties, such as position and velocity).
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g e(Cl)),

4CI))
^(p~_Dpj)

VpiEP1,VpjEP2.

(8)

Generalizationis the inverse of specialization, so a concept C2 generalizes C1 when it is described by a subset of C2 properties and compatible properties are subsumed. Concepts 6’2 and Cs may specialize C1 in a
partial or a total way; we have a total specialization

ity

4c2)u 4c3)= 4Cl),

otherwise
wehavea partial
specialization.
Concepts
6’2
and6’3mayspecialize
6’iin an overlapping
wayor an
exclusive
way;wehavean exclusive
specialization
iff
e(C2)e(C3)= ~,

(I0)

otherwise we have a overlapping specialization. In object oriented models and languages specialization is
generally referred as inheritance.
Using concepts it is possible to describe the knowledge - domainspecific and not - used by the agent during the anchoring process. To explain howthis knowledge is used, we introduce the notion of model: given
as the set of the knowndomains, a model fl4d is the
set of all the concepts knownby the agent referring to
the specific domain d E ~, linked by relationships structural and domainspecific. A relationship between
concepts can represent:
1. constraints which must be satisfied by concept instances in order to belong to the model
2. functions which generate property values for a concepts from property values of another (inference function)
3. structures which define structural constraint to be
used while reasoning about classification and uncertainty
Wehave previously described an example of the third
type of relationship presenting the specification of a
concept
a C {C} x {C}.
(11)
Wewill describe howthis can be used to reason about
uncertainty in the next section.
The whole established knowledgeof an agent is thus
defined as:
.MI = U ./via.
(12)
dE’D
For instance, the modelof the environmentfl4E C f14 is
the knowledge(concepts and relationships) concerning
the perceivable objects in the environment.

fled as concept instances and maintained in time. The
symbol grounding is demandedto smart sensors in order to confine the uncertainty due to sensorial acquisition as close as possible to the source and to enhance
information about the percepts with a measure of reliability.
These sets of features are processed by a module
called TIGER(Temporary Instance GEneratoR). It exploits the knowledgecontained in the model of the environment)~iE in a classification process 7 in order to
detect a concept matching the perceived object, thus
producing conceptual instances with the related degree
of reliability:

Figure 1: The anchoring process
In the RoboCupdomain we exploit all kind of relationships proposed in our model:constraints (e.g., there
is only one ball instance and its position is on the playground), functions (e.g, the position of an object can be
computedfrom the relative position of that object with
respect to another object at knownposition), and structures (e.g., teammateand opponent, in this domain, are
a total and exclusive specialization of robot, whichis a
specialization of the generic concept object).
The anchoring
process
The environment is perceived by a situated agent as a
collection of concept instances. The property values for
these instances are sensed by means of smart sensors,
which analyze percepts and give an interpretation of
such percepts at a higher level of abstraction with the
aid of basic domainknowledge. As in any embodiedsystem, information extracted by sensors can be affected
by noise; reasoning at a higher level of abstraction can
be useful in order to reduce the influence of noisy data
on the anchoring process by taking in account sensorial
uncertainty.
Sensors produce a description of perceptual images
in terms of Bets of features: one set of features for each
perceived object. Each feature f is represented as a
pair
f ~--< label, value >,
(13)
where label is the symbolic name of the property the
feature refers to, and value is the value of the feature
belonging to an appropriate set of possible values D.
This activity can be considered as the symbol grounding (Harnad 1990) phase in the anchoring process: percepts are interpreted as symbolic features to be classi-
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7: P({f}) -~ {C) x ~[0,1].
(14)
In doing this, we use as classification criteria the degree of matching of the features perceived by sensors
about the object and the substantial properties of the
concepts. After classification, all knowledgeassodated
to the concept, substantial and accidental properties,
can be used to reason about the concept instance.
The matching degree among concepts and features
describing an object in the environment can be computed by a pattern matching algorithm (Apostolico
Galil 1997) that takes into account that only partial descriptions of perceptual images maybe available, that
only substantial properties are relevant, and that not all
properties have the same expressive powerin describing
a concept. Pattern matching for a concept C is done
on the intension t(C) of the concepts but only instances
belonging to the extension e(C) of the concepts can be
accepted.
Pattern matching, as symbol grounding, has to deal
with uncertainty, since the classification process can be
affected by noisy features, partial descriptions of objects, and partial contradictions amongconcept properties or in relationships amonginstances. Wedefine
0 the function that associates a concept instance to its
reliability value:
O: {C}--~ ~[0,1].

(15)

Concept instances related to more intensive concepts
are less reliable, since they require morefeatures matching:
~(01)
C_6(02)
=~0(C-I-I)
_>0(C-22)
Reasoning
aboutuncertainty
canbe usefulto drive
pattern matchingand classification, since we can reduce
the uncertainty associated to an instance of a concept
by meansof structural relationships properties such as
generalization. Moreover,different objects in the environment, originating the same features, can be associated to the sameinstance of a concept; in this case, we
need to solve a perceptual aliasing problem by enhancing the sensorial apparatus of the agent.
The more abstract are the input data, the more general are the modulesthat use them. For this reason we
introduced two layers at the beginning of the anchoring
process: smart sensors and the TIGER.Smart sensors

transform raw data in sets of features, thus giving a
uniform interface, commonto every kind of sensor: it
doesn’t matter if we have a sonar or a camera, since
smart sensors return sets of features. TIGERrises further the level of abstraction of input data: from sets of
features to conceptual instances, so that the following
modules can work with data that may come from different sources (e.g., communicationwith other agents,
virtual sensing, etc.). This will be even moreevident in
the following section, whenwe will extend the modelto
the multi-agent domain.
Since the same physical object maybe perceived at
the same time by distinct sensors, the output of TIGER
maycontain several conceptual instances that are related to the same physical object. The FUSION
module
merges those conceptual instances that are supposed
to be originated from the perception of the same object by different sensors (sensor ~sion (Murphy1996)).
The fusion of concept instances can be achieved through
clustering techniques (Fisher &Langley 1985). In literature are present many approaches to the clustering problem (Baraldi & Blonda 1999). Wedefine
cluster a set of concept instances related to concepts
that have "similar" values for the accidental properties, and whoseextensions have a non-null intersection.
The meaning of "similar" is embodiedby the following
partial function, defined only for compatibleproperties:

Csbelonging
tothecluster,
anditsreliability
isevaluatedbycombining
their
reliability
values,
sothatmore
numerous
clusters
willproduce
morereliable
MOs.
Fromallinstances
of concepts
~s andthemodelA4E
itispossible
toinfer
newconcept
instances
using
relationships
between
concepts
representing
specific
knowledgefortheapplication
domain.
We define
asinstance
of theenvironment
model~3~Ethesetof allconcept
instances
either
derived
fromtheanchoring
process
or
frominference
onconcept
instances
thatarecompatible
withtherelationships
contained
inthemodelitself:
~ -- {U: C e .Avls}.

(18)

Thestateof thesystemrepresented
by themodel
instance
AdEisthesetofallvalues
ofacddental
properties
- timevariant
andnot- of concept
instances
belonging
to themodel
itself.
Thetracking
phaseofanchoring
consists
ofmaintainingintimea coherent
stateofthemodelanda correct
classification
ofinstances.
Thisphase
tries
tomatch
the
conceptual
instances
perceived
in thepastwiththose
generated
bythelatest
perception.
Indoingthat,accidental,properties
haveto be monitored
in timeusing
stateprediction
techniques
suchaslinear
regression
or
Kalmanfiltering
(Kalman
1960).
During tracking
three
possible
actions
cantakeplacein theA4~:
¯ inserting:
theconceptual
instance
processed
isnew,
and
has
to
be
inserted
in
the
A4E
associated
withan
6: PpI(D)x pp~(D)~-~{true,false},
identifier
i.e.,a function
thatgiventwovalues
of compatible
theconceptual
instance
processed
is the
properties
plandp2returns
trueiftherelated
concept ¯ innovating:
te__mporal
evolution
of
one
of
those
contained
inthe
instances
cancoexist
inthesamecluster,
falseotherA4E;
the
accidental
properties
are
updated
and
its
wise.
reliability
is
increased
Twoconcept
instances,
C1 andC2,canbelong
to the
¯ obsoleting: whena conceptual
instance
in thefl4E
samecluster
if:
has
not
been
innovated
by
any
conceptual
instance
1.their
accidental
properties
aresimilar:
amongthose processed, its reliability is decreased
Vpie PI,VpjE P2:
Example In the RoboCup domain, many robots are
equipped with sonar and vision systems. The smart
(p~~~j)
^ (@(oi,~)
= A)^(~(o2,p:)
sensor associated with the sonar produces features re~(p-~,i~)
=true
lated to the position of perceived objects, while the
smart sensor of the vision system produces features
2. theyareoriginated
fromdifferent
sources
related to position, color and dimension of perceived
3. therespective
concepts
arenotmutually
exclusive, objects. In a simplified example(without considering
reliability values) TIGERreceives:
i.e.
<sonar
~(O1)
n~(O2)
0.
<obj1 < p I00>< 8 180>>
For instance,
personandman are two compatible
<obj 2 < p 230> < 8 315> > >
concepts,
whileman and womancannotbelongto
and
thesamecluster;
moreover
instances
ofconcepts
like
<vision
womanandsoldiercanbelongto thesamecluster
<obj 1 < p 250> < 8 313> <color red>
sincesomewomenaresoldiers
<dimension 18> > >.
A newmergedconcept
instance
(M--C)is generated Here, p is a distance in centimeters and 8 an angle in
foreachcluster,
anditsaccidental
properties
arededegrees. From this input data TIGERproduces two instances of the conceptobject (object is a special concept
ducedfromtheaccidental
properties
of thecluster
elementsby a fusion
process
thattakesintoconsideration that is not described by any substantial property) for
the sets of features sent by the sonar, and an instance
alsotheirreliability
values.
A MC is an instance
of
themostintensive
concept
amongthoserelative
tothe
of the concept ball for the set of features sent by the
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vision system. Since ball is a specialization of object,
the FUSIONmodule merges the conceptual instances
obj 2 from sonar and obj 1 from vision, with 240 cm as
p and 314 degrees as 0.
As already stated, the model we are presenting in
this section can be considered as the logical basis for
anchoring, but it is also suitable for classical activities
that an embodied agent has to accomplish:
¯ sensor.fusion: features perceived by different sensors
can be aggregated if they refer to the same object in
the environment; this is done to collect as muchinformation as possible about objects, to avoid perceptual aliasing, and to reduce noise using redundancy
in sensorial perception
¯ sell-localization: we consider self-localization as the
process of instantiating the environmentmodel, thus
obtaining 2~4E. This definition is a generalization
of the commonnotion of self-localization
(Borenstein, Everett, &Feng 1996) since it enables reasoning about the ownposition not only in terms of geometrical model, but also in terms of more general
knowledge
¯ virtual sensing: the instantiation of a modelof the
environment can be used to produce new information applying state estimation techniques to theoretical knowledge about the model. This new information can be seen by the agent as new virtual features
produced by sensors looking at the model of the environment instead than considering the environment
itself
Extension
to MAS
So far, we have dealt with world modelling processes
in a single-agent architecture. It is expected that in
a multi-agent context each agent could take advantage
of data perceived by its teammates. Having the opportunity to combinedifferent local representations, it
is possible to build a shared viewpoint of the common
environment, that we call global representation. In doing this, we suppose that each agent shares the same
ontology containing global concepts ( GC).
The global representation builder receives as input
the instances of modelsproducedby the local processes.
As we have already stated in the previous section, each
modelinstance contains a set of instances of concepts
(e.g., wall, robot, person, etc.). The agent having those
instances in its ¢~4Eis the source and specifies a reliability value associated to the anchoring process, considering reliability of sensors in the operating conditions,
pattern matching, and so on. The anchoring process for
the global representation is the same described in the
previous section, starting from the FUSION
module. In
this case we have no sensors, or better we have special
sensors (i.e. agents) producing conceptual instances instead of sets of features.
A global representation gives to the MASsome interesting qualities (that justify the flourishing of several
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recent works about this topic (Hugues 2000)(Nakamura
et al. 2000)(Jung &Zelinsky 2000)):
¯ robustness: the information coming from several
agents that are working together in a given environment can be referred to the same physical objects;
the global representation exploits such redundancy
to validate global concept instances
¯ e~ensive sensing: a MASis comparable to a superagent able to sense and act at the same time in different places. In this regard, the agents of a MAS
can be considered as virtual sensors supplying the
super-agent with information at a high level of abstraction to be mergedin the global representation.
In this way, even if an agent c~_nnot sense somephysical objects, these maybe perceived by other agents.
By sharing such information, each agent is provided
with an extensive (virtual) sensorial apparatus that
enables it to get a more complete knowledge about
its working environment
¯ fault tolerance: the global representation can be used
to identify and correct sensorial faults; in fact, by
comparingconcept instances from different agents it
is possible to notice discrepancies. For instance, an
error in the localization of an agent affects the property "position" of its concept instances. By using the
global representation it is possible to recover such an
error, by inferring the robot position so that its local representation matchesthose of the other agents.
The effectiveness of this process is influenced by the
number of agents that share perception about the
same physical objects
* cooperation: in a MAS
it is easier to achieve coordination by reasoning on a global model shared by the
agents. Since the global representation is the result of
a mergephase executed on the local representations
produced by the agents, a coordination process that
workson it gets the authority for assigning activities
to each agent, thus avoiding a complex negotiation
phase (Bonarini &Restelli 2001).
It is important to point out that the global representation is not built in order to substitute the local
representation, but to supplementthis by providing for
lacking information and by recovering possible errors.
Each agent weights the proper way of integrating the
information comingfrom the global representation, just
like it does with information comingfrom any sensor;
for this reason we refer also to the global representation as a virtual sensor. In this way, we exploit both
the accuracy and the autonomysupplied by the local
representation (useful for execution purposes) and the
completeness and robustness of the global one (useful
for coordination purposes).
The overall

architecture

What we have presented above is integrated in a
behavior-based architecture augmented with a model

of the environment merging the characteristics of behaviors - in terms of reactivity, autonomy,reliability
and separation of concern at design time - with world
modelling facilities such as those mentionedhere below.
The frameworkwe have presented concerns the world
modelling part of a wider cognitive reference model(Radermacher 1996) that we adopted to design the architecture of our agents. It is organizedin four layers each
representing a different level of abstraction in information from raw data to theories and models (figure 2).
¯ 1st layer (data layer): extracts basic features from
raw data streams as a basis of eventual understanding; this layer is the only agent’s cognitive interface
with the environment; the other layers work on features extracted by this one or on abstract information
elaborated by other agents when present
¯ 2nd layer (concept layer): interprets and combines
features to identify basic concepts at a higher level
of abstraction (symbolic concepts) using previously
established domain knowledge
¯ 3rd layer (knowledge processing layer): processes
symbolic concepts to obtain more complex information to be used for planning actions, communicating
and other reasoning activities; on this layer symbolic
concepts are used to select actions to be executed and
to infer structured knowledge
¯ 4th layer (theory and models layer): contains structured abstract modelsand theories to be used in information processing by the 2nd and 4th layers; this
is the repository of established domainknowledge.
Intelligent sensors implementthe data layer extracting basic features from raw data streams. For instance,
omnidirectional vision (Bonarini 2000)(Bonarini, Aliverti, & Lucioni 2000) provides relative positions and
distance of colored objects or the angular position of
vertical edges in the environment for autonomousrobot
applications.
The World Modeler operates at the 2nd layer to instantiate and maintain a conceptual model of the environment, anchoring symbolic concepts to features extracted from data by means of theoretical knowledge
belonging to the 4th layer.
Executive modules in the behavioral component of
the architecture belong to the Behavior Engine (Bonarlift et al. Submitted), which uses symbolic predicates
valued on concept instances to propose actions for the
agent. Complexpredicates are built from the ground
ones by using logical operators to describe information
at a higher level of abstraction, and to enable inference.
The Planner (Bonarini & Restelli 2001) reasons
modelsin the 4th layer to producegoals as symbolic input to the Behavior Engine; these goals are represented
by complex predicates used in selecting and blending
actions from different behavioral modules. Modelsin
the 4~h layer can be abstract maps, graph representations, concept hierarchies, or concepts themselves, used
to forecast or simulate the result of future actions.
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Figure
2:Theoverall
architecture

Inthisarchitecture,
theworldmodeler
builds
a localrepresentation
instancing
a modelof theenvironmentf14~,realizing
sensor
fusion,
anchoring,
andselflocalization.
Moreover,
it is possible
toenhance
fl4E
withinformation
coming
fromotheragents
in a multiagentsystemobtaining,
in sucha way,globaldistributed
sensing.
Answering

the question

...

In this paper we have presented a formal modelfor anchoring that puts in evidence howthe anchoring problem is neither a new problem nor needs for new solutions. Although a model for anchoring has been already proposed with someapplications by Safl~otti and
Coradeschi (Coradeschi &Saltiotti 2000)(Coradeschi
Safflotti 1999), we propose an alternative modelling
approach to support the implementation of a general
frameworkfor anchoring, also suitable for sensor fusion
and multi-agent communication.
The main advantages of the novelties introduced by
the proposed solution to the anchoring problem are
¯ general unifying model: ourapproach
allows
thecomprehension
of relationships
between
anchoring
and
classical
AI notions
suchas symbol
grounding,
patternrecognition,
state
estimation,
andclustering
¯ separation o~ concerns: we propose a framework on
automatic instancing of a symbolic modelof the environment from sensorial percepts given a correct forrealization of knowledgeabout the environment thus

separating the design of sensorial apparatus from the
control architectures
¯ integrability of domainknowledge:the use of classic
knowledgerepresentation languages suitable for expert system, allows to insert domain knowledgederiving also from humanexperts
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As we have already stated we have applied this model
to the RoboCupdomain. This domain can be classified
as loosely connected, due to the sensorial capability of
our agents and the particular environment. In fact, although all our robots are equipped with omnidirectional
vision (Bonarini 2000), they cannot always perceive everything is happening on the field, because of image
resolution, and partial occlusions due to other robots.
Each robot maintains its local instance of the model,
which provides enough information for reactive behaviors; moreover, it exchanges with teammates information aimed at the maintenance of a distributed global
model instance. Wehave made experiments where a
robot has been purposely blinded and it is localized by
other robots, which inform it about its position and
that of ball, goal and obstacles. Of course, the performanceof the blind robot could not be optimal, but it
was able to intercept the ball when playing as a goal
keeper, and to kick the ball in goal whenplaying as an
attacker.
Weconsider our model as a possible general formalization of the anchoring problem, putting in evidence
how assessed AI techniques can support its solution.
Moreover, the frameworkwe are presenting is suitable
for triggering special, active sensing behaviors, working as active anchoring processes (Saffiotti & LeBlanc
2000). Finally, we have presented howit can be easily
applied to multi-agent system applications increasing
robustness, reliability, and fault tolerance.
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